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Recently Bolchazy-Carducci announced the arrival of Ubi Fera Sunt, Rick LaFleur’s Latin translation of Maurice Sendak’s beloved 
Where the Wild Th ings Are. Th e book, with its limited vocabulary, makes a great addition to Latin classrooms of any level. To help make 
it an eff ective resource in the classroom, we have provided links to several useful quizzes that will make it fun and easy for students to 
master the vocabulary. Quizzes are located in the “Digital Content” section of Ubi Fera Sunt on our web  page.

Kahoot functions as an in-class quiz. Th e teacher cues up the quiz from a computer, tablet, or mobile device by clicking the provided 
Kahoot link and then clicking “Play.” Th is brings the teacher to an “Options” screen. Here, the teacher can choose whether to display 
the Game PIN, which students will use to enter and, if need be, reenter the quiz. Kahoot gives the option to show the instructions 
throughout the quiz; the teacher can randomize the order of questions and answers; music can play during the quiz; advanced options 
allow the teacher to select whether to automatically move through questions, require players to rejoin aft er each Kahoot, or display 
their Wi-Fi details.

Once the teacher has chosen the preferences, the next step is to click “Launch,” which will bring up the game’s PIN screen. At this 
point, students will enter the PIN displayed on this screen at kahoot.it and click “Enter.” Th is will bring the students to a screen where 
they are prompted to enter a nickname. (Note: Kahoot does have a censorship function that allows the teacher to remove inappropri-
ate names with just one click.)

Once all the students have joined, the teacher will click “Start” and the quiz will begin! Students have ten seconds to click on the shape 
corresponding to the correct answer displayed on the teacher’s screen. Th e round ends aft er ten seconds or when the last person an-
swers, whichever occurs fi rst. Using a bar graph, Kahoot then displays which answer was chosen the most by students.

If the teacher opted not to have the quiz move automatically, clicking “Next” will move to the “Leading Scorers” screen. Students earn 
points by answering the question the fastest and correctly, adding a competitive twist to the quiz. Th e teacher will click “Next” again to 
move onto the next question (or Kahoot will move automatically if the option was selected). Once the quiz has ended, the top scorer 
will be displayed, and then students will have an opportunity to rate the quiz and share their scores. (Note: if the teacher has selected 
to automatically move through the quiz, the quiz will start over aft er these screens.)

Kahoot:
Ubi Fera Sunt Vocabulary Quiz: Verbs - htt ps://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/47b83de4-e26d-4770-8533-9d182344ad50

Ubi Fera Sunt Vocabulary Quiz: Nouns - htt ps://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/752a4bd2-adca-4a6a-ac52-75d29c83e578

Ubi Fera Sunt Vocabulary Quiz: Conjunctions, Interjections, Prepositions and Pronouns - 
htt ps://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/d516bfa2-dd14-45df-9455-6c0fede244e7

Ubi Fera Sunt Vocabulary Quiz: Adjectives and Adverbs  - htt ps://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/c22b4341-caf8-484a-8d0b-a5cf1449aa6b
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